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CONTACTS

Scooters, Hawkes Bay Farmers’ Market - photo Tim Abbott 2005

The shock of the new
Went into ProGear, the Auckland used camera mart last week. It used to be a happy 
hunting ground for traditionalists. I sold all my Leica cameras and lenses here - ten 
grands’ worth. But now, what a blow! No enlargers, virtually no old gear left, and 
worst of all, no monocells for my Bowens flash. There used to be a remainder bin of 
these for $10 a pop and I needed a spare. All gone to the tip. My Agfa Varioscope 
with colour head is virtually worthless, they said.. “It’s scary but there’s an eight 
megapixel cellphone on the blocks’, the guy smirked.  

No doubt  the shock of the new was much the same when Kodak ushered in mass 
photography with the slogan: “You push the button, we do the rest”. But great  
pictures, regardless of the technology, will always be a product of the eye, heart, time 
and chance. Countless others will be rubbish. We should hold on to this reality.

The Editor
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The Editor

  

If you pick up your camera and take a photo in an urban setting, you are 
almost bound to include glass somewhere in the picture.  So when a club 
competition entitled “glass” came up last month it seemed like an easy 
assignment.  Trouble was, it was too easy to get the same picture as 
everyone else.
My reaction was to look for somewhere where glass was treated 
differently.  The solution was a working environment in which glass was 
being hand-worked.  The only known place within reasonable reach was 
the glass workshop at Victoria University.  The glassblower very kindly 
offered me half an hour in which to try and take shots of glass in all stages 
of preparation.  Typically, glass rod or tube was being melted and either 
blown into bulbs or made into complex shapes. 
This seemed easy until you realize that the work takes place in semi-
darkness, that the glass is so hot that it is the main source of light, and 
that everything that you are trying to photograph is rotating or otherwise 
moving about.  Moreover, the poor old auto focus system is not sure 
whether to focus on the front or back of the transparent object, or 
somewhere else entirely.
The result was a lot of pictures that were fuzzy and incorrectly exposed, 
and were not fit for competitions or anything else.  The day was saved 
when it was discovered that use of the camera flash could overcome some 
of these difficulties.  The intensity of the flash reduced the exposure and 
“froze” the picture, while also bringing the brilliance of the gas flame and 
hot glass into the normal exposure range.
A bit of manual focusing prior to taking the shot solved the focusing 
problem, and a few shots right at the end of my time period came out well 
enough to be used in the competition.  It just shows the value of thinking 
before you go charging into this sort of situation (I wish I had!).  Perhaps 
it is a good lesson for later this year when one of our competitions will be 
“photography in the workplace”.

From the President

Most people know that circumstances have obliged President Clive to resign, and 
that I was elected to the job at our April club meeting. A new Vice President, 
Shona Jaray, was also elected at the same meeting.
First, I wish to extend grateful thanks to Clive for his efforts at the beginning of 
the year, and for all the years in which he has contributed to the work of the club.  
Latterly he has assumed the role of mentor to our new members, and I’m pleased 
to say that he is willing to continue in this most important role.  
To say that these changes came as a bit of a shock is an understatement.  I can 
probably speak for Shona as well as myself when I say that we will need lots of 
support from the committee and other members.  Fortunately, willing support 
never seems to be lacking in this club, and I look forward to a fruitful and exciting 
couple of years.
We are now in a period where camera clubs are going through greater changes than 
have ever.  If we are to survive and prosper, we must be prepared to adopt new 
ideas and techniques, without “throwing the baby out with the bathwater”.  It is 
interesting to note that pinhole camera photography is flourishing, especially on 
the Internet.   Although the digital revolution is going apace, I have a sneaky 
feeling that film is going to find niche applications, even for long-term archival 
storage of digital information.
So far, we have covered our options by having both monochrome and digital 
special interest groups outside of our normal club meetings.  Now, we will expand 
this to three, with Simon Forsyth taking a new group concerned specifically with 
the digital camera and related topics such as image storage and printing.  Herman 
is happy to continue with the monochrome (film) group, while I will concentrate 
on computer image processing techniques, mainly using Photoshop.
In spite of these new activities and ideas, the lifeblood of the club still centers on 
the competitions and exhibitions, and I would like to finish by giving my sincere 
thanks to all those who take part, especially to those who give up their time each 
month to make it all happen, and to those whose regular support keeps the club in 
such good health.

Peter Ellis

The

Challenge

of 

Glass

by Peter Ellis

Meltdown

Cecil Beaton show

May 27 - August 27 at Chch 
Art Gallery. The glamour of 
Britain from the roaring 20s to 
the swinging 60s 

Next competition

Kapiti/Horowhenua with a 
difference.

Entries due Tuesday, June 13 
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Club competition results for April 2006
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Subect: Glass - Judge: David Daniels

Top marks only. 40 pictures from 10 entrants

Transparencies A Grade

Set subject: Hugh Scott       “Glass Formed Impression 2” 7
Open :Bill Harris “Sunrise, Wellington” 7

Monochrome Prints A Grade

Set subject:Peter Beddek “Through a Glass Darkly” 9
    Hugh Scott “Handmade in NZ” 8
    Hugh Scott “No Title” 8

B Grade

Set subject:Peter Ellis “Escape from the Bottle” 8
Open:     Dot Horne “Hongi”                                    10         

Colour Prints A Grade

Set subject:Peter  Beddek “Magic Merlot” 9
    Peter Ellis “Meltdown” 9
    Peter Beddek “Cricket Practice” 8
    Peter Ellis “White Heat” 8

Open:       Bill Harris “Spoonbill Abstract” 8

B Grade

Open:       Neil Gordon “Egret” 9

Members’ Choice

Peter Ellis “Meltdown”

Jenny Cochran comments...

Thank you to David Daniels who judged for us this month and who 
put a lot of time and thought into his comments.

Peter Ellis’s “Meltdown” got a well-deserved members’ choice; 
Marshall’s “Broken Lamp” was very atmospheric; Karyn’s “Me & 
My Shadow” was a charming photo.

So, thank you to all those who entered, especially those who took 
special trouble to enter the set topic. It was very good to finish up 
with David’s images of social comment from decades ago.

... and wins $1000 award
Jenny Cochran’s “Seasoned with Chives” has rewarded her with a first 
place prize of $1000 in the National Competitions at the Royal Easter 
Show in Auckland. Her photo won the top spot in the “From the 
Menu” category. This crowns a string of successes for Jenny.

Peter just keeps on winning accolades 
Peter Beddeck’s 
outstanding 
work is getting 
due 
recognition.One 
of his accepted 
works for the 
PSNZ 
Nationals,  
“Chard Farm 
Winery”,has 
been selected for 
the society’s 
touring 
exhibition.
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Patterson Seminar

There was a good turnout at this outstanding event with Mike Martin, Dot Horne, 
Mike Olsen and Peter Beddek representing the club.  Here was a master of his craft 
taking us through a whole new perspective on the aesthetics and art of photography.
 
Through audio visual demonstration of his own works, Freeman took us through a 
hands-on explanation of the elements of composition using lines, shapes, tones, 
textures and colours.  Equipment, be it film or digital, had no place in this 
discussion; it was all about the fundamentals of what made a good picture and how 
to stretch your own vision or imagination to see things differently.
 
I subsequently purchased one of his books via Amazon, entitled “Photographing the 
World Around You – A Visual Design Workshop for Film and Digital 
Photography”.  It cost approx $US 14 plus postage and is essentially a documented 
version of the seminar.  I would recommend it to anyone interested in composition.
 
You are welcome to borrow mine but I have to warn you the waiting list is already 
quite long. Freeman Patterson seems to often spend time in NZ; when he next 
returns I would recommend that his seminars are a must.
 P B

A Digital Printing Hint
Place a border of black about 3 pixels wide around your 
prints. If your program doesn’t include and “Add borders” 
command, simply increase the canvas size by 3 pixels in 
each direction and then fill it with black. It’s helpful to 
use the eye-dropper tool to select a very dark tone from 
your image as the colour for the border.  The very thin 
black border, almost  invisible to the naked eye does help 
to keep the viewer’s attention focused on your image.

The Trip to Molesworth Station
Conducted tours don’t usually lend themselves to great photos. But there are 
some places you can’t go without permission and where it would be unwise to 
venture without escort. Molesworth is such a place, where the winds can reach 
240kph,where there are 230 frosts a year and where temperatures can soar to 
over 40C. The population is just 10 and the terrain is hostile.You take your 
chances.

Thus it was I went with a party of 40 in two four-wheel drive buses on a grand 
circle of half a million acres, spectacular arid and ochre scenery and some 9000 
cattle - surprisingly well-nourished in spite of their desert-like environment.

Molesworth is an amalgamation of three stations. At the entrance on the eastern 
side is an old cob cottage, circa 1880, and by my reckoning peopled by dwarves 
short of building materials. Our forebaears had a very hard life. Travelling down 
the old stock route we emerged at Hamner in North Canterbury ( and actually 
got a free spa in the hot pools). Hamner has 97% transients and 3% permanent 
population which tells you something about tourism planning! 

Next day we rattled and bumped up the western boundary of Molesworth back 
towards Blenhiem, along roads built by the old NZED. This was the most 
rewarding and special part of the trip climbing to 5000 ft.before we reached the 
magnificent Lake Tennyson where we stopped for tea and admired an amazing 
range of rare alpine plants.  

This is a hidden New Zealand few people see. It is stark, hostile, and I 
wouldn’t want to live there. The climate, towering screes, potential washouts, 
rockfalls. Not for wimps. But I’m glad this wimp went and the weather was 
cool but kind. A trip to treasure.

T A
. 

“Empties” Photo: Herman Visser

Big Flash

The “Interiors” comp
is coming up. If you 
need serious flash for
this, see me. Twin 
Bowens 800s and 
flash meter. 
- Ed.

 For little people only. The Cob Cottage at Molesworth.


